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What kind of being is the God who created this universe and its laws? He is the one who stands in the 
representative position of having lived for the sake of others more than anyone else. This is God. 
Therefore, in order to meet Him, you have to live for the sake of others. Even though He is the great king 
of knowledge, He does not ask you to come to Him with knowledge. God is also the great king of power, 
yet He does not ask you to come with power. He is also the master and great king of authority, money, 
and material things, but His desire is not for people to gather these things. If you live for the sake of 
others, everything can come to you. 
 
… 
 
We should know that living for the sake of the self brings about evil, but acting for the sake of the whole 
brings development. When you live for the sake of the whole, every door will be opened to you. The 
doors of the individual, family, tribe, a people, world, and heaven will open; everything will open its door 
and welcome you. Living for the sake of others is a universal truth that you need in order to establish the 
true way of life. It is a principle that can apply everywhere, and is unchanging for eternity. Since it tran-
scends the past, present, and future, one should always live for the sake of others. If God appears in front 
of Jesus or Mohammed or saints such as Confucius and Buddha and asks what they think about this truth, 



would they answer that it is right or wrong? It is a universal principle and law for humankind to live their 
lives in this true way. 
 
… 
 
The Unification Church teaches the heavenly law that dictates that we were born for the sake of others 
and we must follow the path of living for the sake of others. 
 
… 
 
What should you do to receive the love of the Parents? You must love everything that is loved by Parents. 
Only then can you receive love from them. In a family, if a son wants to be loved by his parents, he needs 
to understand that he can only receive love from them when he loves everything that they own. If 
someone wants to receive love without doing this, he is no better than a thief. If a child claims everything 
that is valued by his parents just because he wants to, he cannot receive love from them. 
 
… 
 
God's love is to love not only all the things of creation and all humankind but all the people of the past, 
present, and future. Therefore, God is working to liberate even the spirits of people who have passed into 
hell. Human beings must go the way of truth, life, and love. No matter how great you may be, if you do 
not have a foundation of living for the sake of others, nothing will follow you. On the other hand, 
someone who lives for the sake of others will naturally become the subject being. He will become a per-
son of true life. 
 
 
 


